
Bricks can be an engaging hook to teach any subject from math, English language arts,
science, social studies and 21st century skills. We’ll follow our BrickLAB STEAMventures kits as a model.

THE RECIPE

BRICKSBRICKS:  :  
The Ultimate STEM Manipulative

Fun Theme  
Trains

5-7
AGES

Do you feel that? It’s the rumble of adventure. 
I’m Patti, and we’re zooming along on a train!

   “Hi, Ms. Conductor. My name 
is Patti. Is everything okay?” 

   “My map! It’s missing. I think a train 
bandit might have nabbed it!” 

   “A bandit? On this train?”

   “It’s true! Bandits have been up 
to no good on trains since the 
first train ever left a station. I 
bet a bandit took my map.”

   “Why do you need a 
map? Don’t trains just go 
in a straight line?”

Welcome Aboard!

Look! Is that the conductor?   
She looks pretty upset. Let’s go see 
what’s wrong.

Brick Build  
as the Hook
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I haven’t seen a 
map. I’ve been too 

busy trying to build this 
model train, but I’m having 

trouble. Do you think 
you can help me?

The conductor 
lost her map. 

Have you seen it 
anywhere?
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2x4
bricks
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Train Build
Materials

Part 1: The Wheels

Bricks needed:

2x2 bricks31

2x3 bricks12

2x4 bricks39

2x6 bricks2

2x8 brick1

2x10 bricks2

The white 
bricks are the new 
bricks for each step. 

The gray bricks show 
the parts you already 

built.

2x2
bricks

12

cabooseengine railcar

couplers

Inspiring  
Real-World Stories
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San Francisco

New York City
Chicago

Great 
Salt Lake

Now I can 
visit my grandma 

in New York City! I 
live in San Francisco. 
Can you help me find 
these places on the 

map?

The 
Transcontinental 

Railroad allowed people 
and goods to travel from 
the East Coast to the 

West Coast.

The Transcontinental Railroad

33

Technology has changed so much since the beginning of 
the Transcontinental Railroad. How long would it take the 

fastest trains on Earth to travel from coast to coast? 

Fastest Hyperloop: 
Like maglev trains, the hyperloop (United States) uses the force of 
magnets to float above a track. But passengers and cargo are pushed 
by electricity through metal vacuum tubes. You could cross in  
4 hours at a whopping 760 mph!

Fastest Maglev Train:  

The L0 Series maglev train (Japan) uses magnets. The magnets on 
the train and tracks repel one another to float above the track. This 
high-speed train could go coast-to-coast in 8 hours going 374 mph.

Fastest Electric Train: 

The AVE or “bird” train (Spain) uses electricity to travel in style and 
comfort. It could cross the country in 12 hours going 250 mph.

Fastest Steam-Powered Engine: 

“The Mallard” (United Kingdom) can reach 
speeds of 125 miles per hour. It could travel 
across the US in 24 hours. 

Math and  
English Language Arts
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Count
by 3’s

Railroad Skip Counting I love counting 
on the train! Count 
by 3’s, 4’s and 6’s 

to fill in the missing 
numbers on the 
railroad tracks.

Railroad Word Scramble

Unscramble 
each word.  

Use the word bank 
for help!

WORD BANK

CABOOSE

COAL CAR

CONDUCTOR

CROSSING SIGNAL

ENGINE

ENGINEER

PASSENGER CAR

STATION

TRACKS

21st Century Skills

 -It Challenge

I knew it... the 
tracks are under 

construction! How 
will we reach the 

station now?

We can help 
rebuild the 

tracks!
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•  Measure your railroad with a ruler.  
How do the bricks relate to the ruler?

•  Can you design a different railroad  
with the same number of bricks?  
Does it equal the same amount  
of inches?

FOR AN EXTRA CHALLENGE:

What else could you use to build a railroad?  
Try out your idea and then measure it with inches. 
How does the new build relate to inches?

Can you build a train out of bricks that could travel 
on your railroad?

Build a 
railroad with 

bricks. 
Draw a picture of 
your railroad in 

the box.

FOOD

TRANSPORTATION

FLIGHT



MAKE YOUR OWN BRICK UNIT WITH OUR RECIPE
What favorite themes do you have in mind? What books do you have that 

might pair well? Is there a famous STEM role model you’d like to highlight? 
Do you have a particular build you’d like to create? Build your brick unit 

around what excites you and your learners!

Check out build.edventures.com to inspire your brick units!  
Explore our curated, age-appropriate video playlists. Find free experiments, art projects and  

engineering challenges in our digital choiceboards all organized by theme.

Fun Theme  

Brick Build  
as the Hook

Inspiring  
Real-World 

Stories

Math and  
English 

Language 
Arts

21st Century 
Skills

BRICKSBRICKS:  :  
The Ultimate STEM Manipulative
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